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Southwest Region Backdrop

• Population Growth Occurring
• APS expects to add 20,000 to 25,000 residential customers per year
• Energy efficiency programs helping to offset part of the impacts

• Data Centers
• Energy intensive, high load factor, timing uncertainty

• Continued Growth of Rooftop Solar
• APS exceeds 1,000 MWs installed

• Retirement of Coal Units
• Navajo Generating Station (over 2,000 MWs) retired in late 2019
• Several more coal units slated for retirement in next several years
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APS  - Clean Energy Commitment

• Our Clean Energy Commitment Has 3 Planks:
• Achieve 45% renewable by 2030
• Achieve 100% clean by 2050
• Exit from all coal by 2031

• Our Pillars are:
• Increasingly clean
• Affordable
• Reliable

• Note that the ACC is working to advance a set of 
comprehensive energy rules
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Resource Adequacy Challenges

• Load that “falls thru the crack”
• APS’ example is our AG-X program (large customer wholesale buy-thru)  

No resource adequacy provisions or planning requirements
• Portland General identified similar issues in IRP filing

• Contribution of renewable resources at peak times
• Focus on “net” system peak as most constraining timeframe

• Energy storage deployment
• Energy storage is attractive for several reasons

– Ability to charge with abundant, cheap, mid-day energy
– Help to manage duck curve reliability challenges

• APS progress was paused due to McMicken battery event in April (2019)
– Detailed forensic analysis has been completed and safety recommendations developed
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Resource Adequacy Challenges

• The clean energy evolution involves replacing a set of 
resources that:

• Are dispatchable (can control how much is produced)
• Have unlimited energy capability (could produce 24 hours per day)
• Are predictable (example – fuel source sitting next to the power plant)

• Some of the new resource adequacy challenges:
• Energy limited resources like 4 hour duration batteries
• Customer resources - demand response
• Customer behavior patterns for EV charging and residential battery usage
• Non-curtailable resources like rooftop solar
• Variable energy resources like solar and wind
• Low probability weather events:

– Smoke from wildfires decreasing solar production
– Southwest experiences a string of concurrent overcast days during the winter 

from a pacific storm system
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Summary

• These challenges can be addressed!
• Awareness, recognition and careful study

• Some of the building blocks:
• Wholesale energy markets
• Careful examination of reliability “events” to learn and adjust
• Regional resource adequacy assessment
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Thank You
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